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ABSTRACT
Conventional neural dialogue generation approaches, neglecting
the topics of the context, are awkward to generate topic-specific
responses when confronted with multi-topic conversations. To ad-
dress the issues of dialogue generation in multi-topic scenarios, in
this paper, we propose a Topic-diversified Neural Dialog genera-
tion framework—TND, to leverage the common ground and the
difference across multiple topics of conversations. In particular, an
encoder first transforms the input context into a hidden context
representation vector; a topic indicator is applied to figure out the
topical information of the given context; topic-wised responses are
then generated through multiple topic-specific generators, where
each generator dynamically injects the effects of the topical in-
formation into the response generation; and the most appropriate
response is finally selected referring to the topical proximity be-
tween the context and the response. Extensive experiments on a
large scale conversation dataset show that the proposed framework
surpasses the state-of-the-art baselines on both the automatic evalu-
ations and human evaluations, and the visualization further verifies
the effectiveness of TND as well.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Computingmethodologies→Discourse, dialogue andprag-
matics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the advent of large scale corpus and deep learning techniques,
sequence-to-sequence (SEQ2SEQ) [1, 4, 27] based open-domain
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Were you able to use your iPad with Ubuntu?

No, perhaps my system version is too old.

Just try the latest Ubuntu system.

Do you know where I can find one?
Context

SEQ2SEQ

It is located in the centre area of town, 
and the phone number is 0122333.

Ground truth

Click the following link to 
download the iso: __link__

Figure 1: A representative case generated by SEQ2SEQ in
multi-topic conversational scenarios.

conversation systems prevail [23, 25] in recent years, and generate
responses for a given context in an end-to-end way.

Although it is referred as “open-domain”, large sums of efforts in
open-domain dialogue systems have been made for generating bet-
ter responses within a single specific scenario actually, regardless
of the complicated and diversified conversation topics. Moreover,
when directly applying SEQ2SEQ to multi-topic conversational
scenarios, the model sometimes misunderstands the topics of the
context, hence generates generic or even irrelevant response. In
Figure 1, users are discussing “Ubuntu". However, SEQ2SEQ mis-
takenly respond a real-word address instead of a hyperlink address,
due to its inability to identify the current conversational topics
from the dialogue context.

Inspired by the phenomenon that when human responds for a
specific context, one may first identify the topics of the context, and
then generate a proper response within this topic. In this paper, we
propose a Topic-diversified Neural Dialog generation framework—
TND, to enable the model to identify the topics of the input con-
text and respond more appropriately by leveraging the common
ground and the difference across multiple topics of conversations.
Specifically, an encoder transforms the input context (previous ut-
terances) into a hidden context representation vector. Then a topic
indicator figures out the latent topics of the given context. One
straightforward topic indicator classifies the input context into a
specific scenario. Though effective, this method relies on the manu-
ally labeled topic annotations of the context and suffers from the
label unbalance problem [9]. Therefore, we further propose a latent
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Figure 2: Model architecture.

topic indicator, which models a generative process of a dialogue
during training, to distill the latent topics of the context. Finally,
topic-wised responses are generated through multiple ensembled
topic-specific generators. Each generator dynamically controls the
effects of the topic information. The final response is then selected
according to the topical proximity between the context and the
response. Extensive experiments show that our model outperforms
the state-of-the-art baselines on both the automatic evaluations
and human evaluations.

2 TOPIC-DIVERSIFIED NEURAL DIALOGUE
GENERATION

2.1 Overview
As illustrated in Figure 2, the topic-diversified neural dialogue gen-
eration framework handles the multi-topic conversations through
the following procedures:

(a) Given a context x = {w1,w2, · · · ,wTx }, consisting of Tx
words, an encoder (Figure 2 (a)) transforms the discrete to-
kens into context hidden representation hx . Typically, we
utilize the bi-directional LSTM as the context encoder.

(b) Then, a topic indicator (Figure 2 (b)) identifies the topics of
the context x according to hx .

(c) Finally, a response is generated by first producing topic-
wised responses throughmultiple ensembled topic-enhanced
generators, and then choosing the best one according to
the topical proximity between the context and the response
(Figure 2 (c)).

2.2 Topic Indicator
2.2.1 Topic Classification. One straightforward approach to iden-
tify the specific topic of an input context is topic classification. Here,
we denote it as a topic classification indicator. In particular, we first
apply a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) over the context represen-
tation hx , and then predict the topics through a softmax function.
The topic classification indicator is computed as:

ξclas = softmax(MLP(hx )). (1)

In response generation, we utilize the output probability distribu-
tion ξclas as a topic distribution vector.

Though topic classification is quite simple and straightforward,
training the topic classifier heavily relies on the manually labeled
topic annotations. Since the conversation scenarios and topics are
numerous, annotating a large corpus is prohibitively expensive.

What’s more, the topic classification indicator suffers from the label
unbalance problem [9]. In realistic corpus, the number of context-
response pairs in each topic varies dramatically, which leads the
topic classifier prone to the dominated topics.

2.2.2 Latent Topic Inference. We hence design a latent topic indica-
tor, based on a neural topic inference network, to infer the latent
topics without any explicit annotations.

Inspired by neural topic model [18], we infer the latent topics
by modeling the generative process of a dialogue:

(a) As illustrated in Figure 3, the semantics of the given dialogue
are modeled using a latent variable ν .

(b) Then, we construct the topic proportion θ from the latent
variable ν with a softmax transformation.

(c) Finally, the dialogue d is reconstructed with θ through dis-
tribution p(wi |βzi ), where d represents a context-response
pair (x ,y),wi is the i-th word in d , zi is a topic assignment
sampled from θ , and βzi is the topic-word distribution of
assignment zi .

Specifically, we sample the latent variable ν from the given
context x by P(ν |x) = N(µpr ior ,σ

2
pr ior ), where N(µpr ior ,σ

2
pr ior )

is the multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean µpr ior and
covariance σ 2

pr ior . Following Kingma and Welling [13], we repa-
rameterize the latent variable ν using a Gaussian noise ϵ by ν =
µpr ior +ϵ ·σpr ior . Given the bag-of-words representation of the con-
text x as input, we compute µpr ior and σ 2

pr ior using multi-layer per-
ceptrons. We perform neural variational inference [19], by employ-
ing an inference network Q(ν |d) = N(µposter ior ,σ

2
poster ior ) to

approximate the intractable true posterior p(ν |d), where µposter ior
and σ 2

poster ior are computed similarly as the prior.
We create the topic distribution θ with latent variable ν through

a softmax transformation:

θ = д(ν ) = softmax(ν ·Wν ), (2)

whereWν stands for the trainable parameter.
Finally, the dialogued is reconstructed using the topic proportion

θ . We compute the marginal likelihood of a dialogue d as:

p(d) =

∫
θ
p(θ )

|d |∏
i=1

∑
zi

p(wi |βzi )p(zi |θ )dθ . (3)
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Figure 3: Latent topic indicator. The dashed red lines only appear in training.

We further integrate out the topic assignment zi , and formulate the
log-likelihood of a wordwi in dialogue d as:

logp(wi |β ,θ ) = log
∑
zi

[p(wi |βzi )p(zi |θ )]

= log(θ · βT)

, (4)

where β = {β1, β2, · · · , βK }, and we formulate the topic-word
distribution βk by:

βk = softmax(𭟋 · ΛT
k ),

where 𭟋 ∈ RM×H is the topical word embedding matrix with
M topical words and embedding size H . Λ ∈ RK×H is the topic
embedding matrix for K topics.

Unlike the conventional latent variable dialogue generation mod-
els [6, 24, 35], where the latent variable ν is directly utilized to guide
the response generation, we project the latent variable ν into the
topic proportion θ . During response generation, θ can be employed
as a topic distribution vector ξlatent .

2.3 Topic-Enhanced Response Generation
Topic-diversified neural dialogue generation model generates a
topic-specific response on two stages:

(1) The individual topic-specific decoder generates the response
by dynamically taking account the topic distribution of the
context.

(2) Multiple generators are ensembled to generate candidate
topic-specific responses and then the most appropriate re-
sponse is selected with respect to the topic proximity be-
tween the context and responses.

2.3.1 Topic-Enhanced Decoding. Given the topic distribution vec-
tor ξ (ξ can be either ξclas or ξlatent ), we first apply an approximate
embedding layer to transform the topic distribution vector into the
context topic embedding e:

e =Wd ξ , (5)

whereWd denotes the topic embeddings. At each time step j, the
generator dynamically refers to the topical information. The decod-
ing hidden state h′j is formulated according to both the recurrent
decoder hidden state hj and the context topic embedding e:

h′j = hj + gj ⊙ (Wf e), (6)

where Wf is a parameter matrix. gj is a gating mechanism, which
dynamically controls the effects of the topical information during
response generation. gj is calculated as:

gj = σ (Wee +Whh
′
j ), (7)

whereWe andWh are parameter matrices.σ (·) denotes the sigmoid
function.

2.3.2 Multi-topic Ensembling. Intuitively, humans would like to
express in specific styles for conversations with different topics
and tend to switch between topics. Hence, we ensemble multiple
generators to generate candidate topic-specific responses and then
select the most appropriate response based on the topical proximity.
In particular, for each candidate response yi , the ranking score is
defined as:

Score(yi ) = ξiξ
T
x , (8)

where ξi and ξx are the topic distribution vectors of the responseyi
and context x , respectively. The response with the highest ranking
score will be adopted as the final response.

2.4 Training & Inference
The topic-diversified dialogue generation model figures out the con-
text topics of the given dialogue with the topic indicator, as well as
generates a proper response with respect to the specified topics. To
build a unified topic-diversified neural dialogue generation model,
we jointly optimize the topic indicator and the ensembled multiple
response generators during training.

For the model utilizing the topic classification indicator, we sim-
ply combine the training objectives of the topic classification and
response generation:

J = logp(ℓx |x) + logp(y |x), (9)

where ℓx is the topic label for the context x .
Regarding the model augmented with the latent topic indicator,

given the definitions in Eq.(3), similarly as Kingma and Welling
[13], Miao et al. [18], we formulate a variational lower bound for
the generation likelihood, modeling the dialogue reconstruction in
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the latent topic indicator and response generation as:

J =EQ (θ |d )[

|d |∑
i=1

[log
∑
zi

[p(wi |βzi )p(zi |θ )]] + logp(y |x )]

− DKL (Q (θ |d ) | |P (θ |x ))

≈

|d |∑
i=1

logp(wi |β, ν ) +
Ty∑
j=1

logp(mj |mj−1, h′j , x )

− DKL (Q (ν |d ) | |P (ν |x ))

, (10)

where y = {m1,m2, · · · ,mTy }, and the prior estimation of the
latent variable ν , P(ν |x), approximates the posterior Q(ν |d), by
minimizing the KL divergence between two distributions. We also
adopt the previously proposed techniques, KL annealing [2] and
Bag-of-words loss [35], to ameliorate the vanishing latent variable
problem.

3 EXPERIMENT SETTINGS
3.1 Datasets
To validate our model’s effectiveness of handling the multi-topic
conversational scenarios, we utilize multiple public available cor-
pora as the experimental dataset, comprising of a movie discussions
dataset collected from Reddit [7] and an Ubuntu technical corpus
[17] mainly discussing the usage of Ubuntu. 1,019,644 (context, re-
sponse) pairs were sampled from these datasets, including 1,017,244
pairs for training, and 2,400 for testing.

3.2 Comparison Models
We compare the proposed topic-diversified neural dialogue genera-
tion framework with the following state-of-the-art baselines.

• SEQ2SEQ+Attention: Attention-based sequence-to-sequence
model [1] is a representative baseline. It is denoted as SEQ2SEQ
hereafter.

• CVAE: Latent variable conversational model [6, 35] is a de-
rivative of the SEQ2SEQ model in which it incorporates a
latent variable at the sentence-level to inject stochasticity
and diversity.

• DOM-SEQ2SEQ: A domain-aware conversational model
consisting of multiple domain-targeted SEQ2SEQ models for
responses generation and a domain classifier for responses
ranking [5].

• TA-SEQ2SEQ: TA-SEQ2SEQ [32] incorporates the topical
information into the response generation, where the topics
are learned from a separate LDA model to enrich the context,
resulting with more informative and interesting responses.

3.3 Hyper Parameters
We implemented our model with ParlAI1 [20]. The response vo-
cabulary size is set to 20,000, and all the out-of-vocabulary words
are transformed into a special token UNK. We set the dimension
of word embeddings to 300 and all the models (our models and the
baselines) use the pretrained word embeddings obtained by running
the FastText [11] tool on the training dataset. Utterance lengths
are truncated at 60. The learning optimizer used is the Adam [12]
with an initial learning rate of 0.001. The L2 regularization is set to
1http://parl.ai/

10−5. Regarding the model implementation, we stacked two layers
of bi-directional LSTM structures for the encoder and two layers of
left-to-right LSTMs for the decoder. All models share the same hid-
den representation dimension, which is set to 256. The dimension
of the latent variable is set to 64. In the latent topic indicator, the
MLP model utilizes 512, 512 nodes in the first two layers, respec-
tively. Following Miao et al. [18], the most frequent 2,511 words
are taken as the topical word vocabulary used in the latent topic
indicator by stemming, filtering stopwords from the dataset. We
trained a Twitter LDA model to prepare the topical words used in
TA-SEQ2SEQ and set its model-specific parameters following the
original paper [32]. All the models are trained with early-stopping,
i.e., we stop the model training if the loss does not decrease after 10
validations. We finally report the evaluation scores on the test set.

3.4 Automatic Evaluation Metrics
Automatic evaluating the performance of dialogue models is non-
trivial. Liu et al. [16] reported that word-overlap automatic met-
rics like BLEU [22] or ROUGE [15] are not well correlated with
human evaluations. We hence adopted three embedding-based
similarity metrics proposed by Liu et al. [16] to evaluate the se-
mantic relevance between the generated response and the ground-
truth response: Embedding Average (Average), Embedding Ex-
trema (Extrema) and Embedding Greedy (Greedy) [8, 21]: Em-
bedding Average computes the sentence embedding by averaging
all the constituent words in the sentence; for Embedding Extrema,
vector extrema score computes the maximum or minimum value
of each dimension of word embeddings in the response; and in
Embedding Greedy, greedy matching score actually finds the most
similar word between the predicted response and the ground truth
response.

The embedding-based metrics are alternatives to word-overlap
based metrics which actually take the meaning of each word into
consideration by calculating the similarity between the generated
response and the ground truth response in the embedding space.
We employed FastText [11] to obtain the word embeddings.

We also measure informativeness and diversity of the response
utilizing the distinct-1 and distinct-2 metrics, following Li et al. [14].
These metrics measure the ratio of distinct unigrams and bigrams in
the entire generated responses. A higher ratio of distinct unigrams
or bigrams denotes more informative and diverse responses.

4 EXPERIMENT RESULTS
4.1 Topic Classification vs Latent Topic

Inference
The topic indicator identifies the topic information of a given con-
text. The topic classification indicator (TND-clas) classifies the con-
text into a specific topic and is optimized with topic annotations.
The latent topic indicator (TND-latent) infers the latent topics of
the context and is trained by modeling a generative process of the
dialogue. Table 1 compares the performance of both topic indicators.
We observe that the topic-diversified neural dialogue generation
model utilizing latent topic indicator (Table 1 (b)) consistently out-
performs the model augmented with a topic classification indicator
(Table 1 (a)) on all the automatic evaluation metrics. When viewing
the results, we find that TND-clas suffers from the label unbalance

http://parl.ai/
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Model Embedding-based metrics (%) Informativeness metrics (%)

Average Greedy Extrema Distinct-1 Distinct-2

SEQ2SEQ 72.22 88.57 42.68 0.3033 0.6051
(a) TND-clas 73 89.76 44.55 0.6263 1.429
(b) TND-latent 75.22 90.22 45.82 0.7409 2.083
(c) TND (w/o topic-enhanced decoding) 74.36 89.68 45.68 0.6991 1.805
(d) TND (w/o response ensembling) 73.47 89.64 43.64 0.4155 1.012

Table 1: Automatic evaluation results (%) of model variants.

Model Embedding-based metrics (%) Informativeness metrics (%)

Average Greedy Extrema Distinct-1 Distinct-2

SEQ2SEQ 72.22 88.57 42.68 0.3033 0.6051
CVAE 72 88.45 44 0.6592 1.568
DOM-SEQ2SEQ 73.5 87.38 44.34 0.5295 1.147
TA-SEQ2SEQ 75.16 87 44.43 0.5674 1.234

TND 75.22 90.22 45.82 0.7409 2.083

Table 2: Evaluations on embedding-based and informativeness metrics (%). The best performance is in boldface.

problem. Therefore it sometimes fails to recognize the topics of the
context. Moreover, topic classification requires the predefined topic
annotations during training, which further limits the model extend-
ability. Therefore, we exploit the latent topic indicator henceforth.
Specifically, the latent topic indicator clusters similar contexts ac-
cording to the inferred topic distribution, which reflects the natural
proximity of the contexts and enables information sharing across
different topics.

4.2 Effects of Topic-Enhanced Decoding
We propose two mechanisms in topic-enhanced response genera-
tion. The first one is to utilize the topic distribution vector as an
additional signal to enhance the response decoding process. To eval-
uate its effectiveness, we compare a model without using the topic
distribution vector for the response generation. In Table 1 (c), we
observe the performance drop in comparison with TND-latent. This
illustrates that the topic information effectively improves response
generation.

4.3 Effects of Response Ensembling
To further exploit the topic information, we ensemble multiple
topic-specific response generators and choose the final response
according to the topical proximity between the context and the
response. In Table 1 (d), we notice that TND without response
ensembling performs evenworse than TNDwithout topic-enhanced
decoding. We conjecture that the response ensembling generates
multi-perspective responses of a given context, which improves the
robustness of the model when the topic information of the context
is not clear enough.

4.4 Overall Performance
Table 2 reports our results on the automatic metrics. In general,
we observe that the proposed TND surpasses all the compared
baselines on the automatic evaluation metrics. Comparing with
CVAE, where it infers a latent variable from the context and injects
the variability into the response generation, the proposed TND
is able to further infer the latent topic distribution of the given
context from the latent variable. The improvements of TND against
CVAE demonstrate that the latent topic indicator not only enhances
the interpretability, but also improves the performance by a large
margin.

DOM-SEQ2SEQ simply assigns a domain-specific SEQ2SEQmodel
for the given context, and our model performs much better than
DOM-SEQ2SEQ, which once again verifies the superiority of the in-
ferred latent topic information and the unified multi-topic structure.
TA-SEQ2SEQ exploits the external topic information for response
generation, and thus achieves better performances comparing to
SEQ2SEQ. Whereas our model is able to automatically infer the
latent conversational topics, the error accumulation problem is
reduced, comparing with exploiting the fixed pretrained topic in-
formation as in Xing et al. [32].

Opponent Win Loss Tie Kappa

TND vs. SEQ2SEQ 43.5% 10.5% 46% 0.5826
TND vs. CVAE 30.5% 11.5% 58% 0.7322
TND vs. DOM-SEQ2SEQ 24% 9.5% 66.5% 0.5547
TND vs. TA-SEQ2SEQ 27.5% 14% 58.5% 0.5132

Table 3: Human evaluation results.
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Context Inferred Topic
Distribution Response

I am still deciding, can you verify whether or
not they have free parking?

SEQ2SEQ: I have no idea what you are looking for.
CVAE: Yes, it is a guesthouse in the north.
DOM-SEQ2SEQ: Yes, it is located at 154 chesterton road.
TA-SEQ2SEQ: I have a few options for you.
TND: Yes, it does have free parking.

Yes, I’d like to know the entrance fee, please?

SEQ2SEQ: The address is UNK.
CVAE: The address is unit su43, grande arcade, saint andrews street.
DOM-SEQ2SEQ: The postcode is cb23bu. Is there anything else i can help
you with?
TA-SEQ2SEQ: The phone number is 01223 __unk__.
TND: The entrance fee is free.

The beginning scene was 1997 and Galahad
said something about the mistake 17 years
ago to Arthur so it’s 2014 in the movie.

SEQ2SEQ: I’m not sure why it was a movie.
CVAE: I’m not sure what you’re talking about.
DOM-SEQ2SEQ: I’m not sure that’s a movie.
TA-SEQ2SEQ: I’m not sure if it’s a good movie.
TND: That’s the best movie.

Regardless, I think the Bond series has netted
a greater profit than F&F , just due to the

length of time.

SEQ2SEQ: I think it was a good movie.
CVAE: I’m not sure what you’re talking about.
DOM-SEQ2SEQ: I’m not sure that’s the best movie.
TA-SEQ2SEQ: I’m not sure what you mean...
TND: I really agree with that.

My question is what is the recommended
program to install to get the installer thinking
it is interfacing with the internet? have you

loaded the repos?

SEQ2SEQ: I’m not sure, I’m not sure what I’m looking for.
CVAE: I’m not sure what I’m trying to do.
DOM-SEQ2SEQ: The postcode is cb41da. The postcode is cb41da.
TA-SEQ2SEQ: I’m not sure if it’s a bot or something...
TND: It’s not working to a new install.

Table 4: Test samples of our model and the baselines. The bar graphs show the topic distributions.

Movie Train Ubuntu Restaurant Network

watch travel install food router
movie arrives grub priced wireless
youtube train apt moderate ip
scene leaves kernel restaurants address
trailer leaving nvidia expensive phone
movies london cd indian network
watched departing sudo serves card
film arrive installed centre eth0
dc admission boot range dhcp

batman station ubuntu parking wifi
Table 5: Topics by the words with top-10 highest probability
discovered by the latent topic indicator.

4.5 Human Evaluation and Case Study
We further validate the effectiveness of TND by carrying out human
evaluations following Wang et al. [29]. We randomly selected 200
samples from the test set. For each case, given a context-response
pair, a pair of generated responses (response1, response2) are pro-
vided, one is from the proposed model TND and the other is from
the comparison model. Three well-educated evaluators, who have
no knowledge about which system the response is from, are re-
quired to rate among win (response1 is better) loss (response2 is
better) and tie (they are equally good or bad), considering four

factors: context relevance, logical consistency, fluency and infor-
mativeness. Note that cases with different rating options will be
counted as “tie”.

Table 3 summarizes the results of subjective evaluation. TND
surpasses all the comparison models, which is consistent with the
automatic evaluation results. The kappa scores indicate that the
annotators came to a fair agreement in the judgment.

Table 4 lists several real cases in the test set. We find that the
topic distributions are well inferred by the latent topic indicator.
The responses generated by our model are more relevant to the
given context in the topic perspectives.

4.6 Visualization
We further dive into the latent topic indicator to get some insights
of how it improves the response generation. We observe that the
topic distribution distilled by the latent topic indicator is highly
interpretable. Table 5 shows the topics by the words with top-10
highest probabilities learned by the latent topic indicator. For the
convenience of visualization, the topic number is set to 5. Latent
topic indicator effectively induces the commonness and variations
across different topics.

5 RELATEDWORK
Wen et al. [30] proposed a multi-domain adaptation schema by
first training a model with an out-of-domain dataset and then fine-
tuning on a small in-domain dataset. In our model, we build a
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unified framework for multi-topic conversations. It learns to gener-
ate responses for different topics simultaneously. Choudhary et al.
[5] built a domain-aware char-bot which generates responses for
different domains by utilizing multiple domain-specific SEQ2SEQ
models and then re-ranking the generated responses through a
domain classifier. In order to improve the informativeness of the
response, Xing et al. [32] incorporated topic information into the
sequence-to-sequence dialogue response generation. Wang et al.
[28] biased the generation process with a topic restriction. However,
their topic information is obtained through pre-trained models. Jin
et al. [10], Wang et al. [29], Yao et al. [33] leveraged the predicted
keywords to boost the response informativeness, which does not in-
volve topic modeling actually. The topic indicator in our model is ca-
pable of not only classifying the context into specific topics but also
inferring the latent topic information within a unified framework,
which enables the topical information sharing between multi-topic
conversations. Furthermore, instead of utilizing a vanilla decoder,
the topic-enhanced decoder in our model dynamically controls the
effects of the topical information during response generation.

With respect to the latent variable neural dialogue generation
models [6, 24, 26, 35], previous works directly introduced the vari-
ational autoencoder [13] into the dialogue response generation
to address the generic response issue of deterministic generation
process. They argue that the variational latent variable injects the
stochasticity and diversity into the response generation. Although
the latent variable is able to promote the response diversity, the
meaning representations of the latent variables remain uninter-
pretable. Chen et al. [3] used the latent variable to randomly access
the relevant dialogue history. Zhao et al. [34] attempted to discover
interpretable latent variables by using discrete latent actions. Wen
and Luong [31] augmented the response generation with the latent
topics, whereas their latent topics also remain uninterpretable. The
latent topic inference network in our model projects the latent
variable into an explainable topic distribution, which enhances the
model with a more interpretable latent variable, and increases the
response qualities as well. The latent variable is optimized through
a generative process of the given dialogue.

6 CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose a topic-diversified neural dialogue gen-
eration framework—TND, which leverages the common ground
and the difference across conversation topics by identifying the
topics of the input context and enhancing the response generation.
Specifically, two variants of topic indicator are provided to figure
out the topics of the context, where a topic classification indicator
classifies the context into a specific topic, and a latent topic indi-
cator infers the latent topics by modeling a generative process of
the given dialogue. Topic-wised responses are generated through
multiple topic-specific generators, while the topical information is
controlled dynamically to guide the response generation. The final
response is selected according to the topical proximity between
the context and generated responses. Extensive experiments on a
large scale conversation dataset show that TND outperforms the
state-of-the-art baselines on both the automatic evaluation metrics
and human evaluations. The visualization of the inferred topics
further demonstrates the superiority of the proposed framework.
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